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Third-person possessive suffixes as 
definite articles in Semitic*

John Huehnergard and Na’ama Pat-El
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One of the best-known features of Neo-Ethio-Semitic languages is the use of the 
third-person possessive suffix as a definite article (Appleyard 2005, Rubin 2010). 
In this study we show that third-person possessive suffixes are also used as defi-
nite articles in other Semitic languages, although in none of them is this function 
fully grammaticalized, as it is in Ethio-Semitic. Beyond adding data that have 
received little attention so far, we offer an explanation for the phenomenon in 
Semitic, rather than concentrating on one branch, as has been done thus far in 
the literature.
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1. Introduction

It has long been recognized that several Neo-Ethio-Semitic languages use the pos-
sessive suffix as a definite article. The best-known example is Amharic, but this 
function is attested for a number of other Ethio-Semitic languages, especially South 
Ethio-Semitic (recently Appleyard 2005, Rubin 2010). While the article function 
of the third-person possessive suffixes is fully grammaticalized in Neo-Ethio-
Semitic, it has been pointed out repeatedly that Classical Ethiopic already shows 
several examples of possessive/article function. It is not as widely recognized that 
the same phenomenon is attested in a variety of other Semitic languages, although 
in none has it reached the level of naturalization that it has in Ethio-Semitic. In 
other words, many Semitic languages can and do use third-person possessive suf-
fixes to mark definiteness, regardless of whether they developed a definite article 
or not. As with many other language families, articles are not a proto-Semitic fea-
ture, but rather developed in individual languages at different times (Huehnergard 
2005: 184–186, Rubin 2005: 65). In the following article, we review the data and 
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document the similarity across the languages. Subsequently, we suggest an overall 
explanation to account for the evidence in Semitic as a feature of the family, rather 
than as a secondary development of individual nodes.

Additionally, we will discuss the Ethio-Semitic phenomenon in comparison to 
other similar phenomena in world languages. Fraurud (2001) discusses the devel-
opment possessive > article in a number of languages: the Uralic family (Komi and 
Udmurt), Yucatec Maya and Turkish. Fraurud (2001: 249) puts forth two hypothe-
ses: (1) possessives can grammaticalize to definite articles; (2) if they do, they do so 
through associative anaphora rather than direct anaphora, and the latter accounts 
for the grammaticalization of demonstratives to definite articles. Nevertheless, 
Fraurud (2001: 262) is unable to reach a conclusive answer to hypothesis 1. We will 
rely on her work as well as other sources to examine whether the Semitic evidence 
exhibits a similar poss > def development. We will suggest that the Semitic case 
is different from the languages discussed in Fraurud (2001). This assessment is 
shared by Fraurud (2001: 259) as well, though probably for different reasons than 
the ones presented here.

The definite article in Amharic has the forms -u for masculine singular (cf. 
possessive suffix -u) and common plural (possessive suffix -(V)ččäw), and -itu 
(historically a feminine ending -it followed by -u), -itwa or -wa for feminine singu-
lar (cf. possessive suffix -wa). The definite article is placed on the noun if the noun 
is unmodified, for example, by an adjective (1a), or on the right-most modifier in 
a noun phrase (1b–c) (Leslau 1995: 157; but see Kapeliuk 1994a: 67 for a different 
distribution):

 (1) a. lǝǧ-u (boy-def) ‘the boy’
  b. tǝllǝq-u lǝǧ (tall-def boy) ‘the big boy’
  c. yä-mäṭṭa-w lǝǧ (rel-he came-def boy) ‘the boy who came’

The articular suffix exhibits agreement with the head noun in the noun phrase. 
Thus, while the possessive suffix agrees with the possessor, the article agrees with 
the head of its host, e.g. wǝšša-w ‘the dog (m.sg.)’, but bäqlo-wa ‘the mule (f.sg.)’. 
This agreement is what syntactically differentiates the article and the possessive 
suffix, while they are morphologically homomorphs. Moreover, the article can be 
attached to a noun carrying a possessive suffix, as in y-abbat-e-w (gen-father-my-
def) ‘that of my father’, and to an independent possessive pronoun, as in mäṣḥaf 
yärsu-w (book his-def) ‘his book’. Further, the article may be used with personal 
pronouns, as in ǝne-w ‘I myself ’, and even with demonstratives, as in ya-w ‘that 
one’ (Leslau 1995: 158–159). In short, the third-person possessive suffix and the 
article exhibit a different syntax.

While the morphological origin of the Ethio-Semitic article is undisputed, the 
process which altered its syntax remains debated. Several issues need to be addressed:
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1. The relationship between definiteness and third-person possessive suffixes. 
As will be shown below (Section 5), there are some relatively rare examples 
of such a relationship in other language families. Our goal here is primar-
ily to determine the historical process which led to this function in Ethiopic. 
Secondarily, we will look at typological evidence to see whether it may shed 
light on this phenomenon.

2. The process by which the possessive suffix ceased to agree with a possessor 
and developed agreement with its host. In the Semitic languages, the posses-
sive suffix, unlike possessive adjectives, agrees with the possessor, not the host 
noun. The possessive/article, however, agrees with its host noun.

3. The third-person exclusivity of the article form, and potentially the promi-
nence of the masculine singular over other third-person forms. As in other 
Semitic languages, Classical Ethiopic has a full set of gender-number-person 
suffixes; this is true also for Amharic (see Leslau 1995: 50–51 for a full para-
digm). The possessor/article, on the other hand, is based on the third-person 
possessive suffix.

Several attempts have been made to account for the development possessive > 
article. Kapeliuk (1994b: 4–6) suggests that the origin of the possessive/article is 
to be found in the Classical Ethiopic (Gǝcǝz) pattern bet-u la-nǝguś (house-his to-
king) ‘the king’s house’. The possessive suffix on the head noun bet, which in this 
pattern agrees with the dependent noun (nǝguś), renders the noun phrase definite. 
Since Classical Ethiopic has no formal definite article, the regular pattern beta 
nǝguś ‘(the/a) king’s house’ is unmarked for definiteness, and only context may 
clarify its status. Because the pronoun agrees with a noun, it can only be a third-
person pronoun. Once this pattern has been grammaticalized, Kapeliuk argues, 
the head noun bet-u was understood as a definite noun also in contexts unrelated 
to the pattern bet-u la-nǝguś. Kapeliuk (1994b: 6) also notes that in Amharic, the 
singular is neutral and unmarked for number and specificity, while the masculine 
suffix became the neutral form, i.e., unmarked, for gender, and hence its natural 
expansion at the expense of gender and plural distinctions.

Kapeliuk’s explanation has the advantage of accounting for the occurrence of 
only third-person pronouns. Since in the pattern bet-u la-nǝguś only such forms 
are allowed, any pattern that developed from it would be based on a restricted 
set of pronouns. She further situates the preference of the 3m.sg form over other 
forms in other developments in post-Classical Ethiopic. In addition, her sugges-
tion accounts for the transition between a suffixed pronoun marking possession 
and one marking definiteness. A problem with Kapeliuk’s reconstruction is the 
unmotivated process bet-u la-N (house-his to-N) ‘the house of N’ > bet-u (house-
def) ‘the house’. Since in Semitic the head noun in a simple noun–noun genitive 
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chain (the so-called construct pattern) is never marked as definite, reanalyzing 
bet-u as a definite head noun may be somewhat counterintuitive. Of course, it 
is possible to assume a reanalysis of the pattern whereby the pronoun marks the 
definiteness of the entire construction and hence is understood as a definite ar-
ticle, but as both bet-u la-nǝguś and bet-u appear synchronically, it is not clear on 
what basis we might claim that bet-u la-nǝguś is the original pattern and bet-u is a 
secondary development. Furthermore, the Classical Ethiopic verbal pattern with 
definite objects of the type qatal-o la-nǝguś (kill.pfv.3m.sg-him to-king) ‘he killed 
the king’ has been convincingly argued to be the origin of the bet-u la-nǝguś type 
(Hopkins 1997), which is problematic for the diachrony suggested by Kapeliuk, 
since the nominal pattern is a mirroring of the verbal pattern and we may say that 
{-u la-} was transferred as a unit.

Appleyard (2005) also discusses the origin of the definite article in the mod-
ern Ethio-Semitic languages. He notes (2005: 57) that several Ethio-Semitic lan-
guages (Amharic, Argobba, Harari, Chäha, Z(w)ay and possibly others) exhibit 
a definite article which is identical to the third-person possessive suffixes (for the 
sub-grouping of the Ethio-Semitic languages, see Hetzron 1971: 7). Still other 
Ethio-Semitic languages (Silt’i, Soddo, Goggot, Mäsqän, and others) use an ar-
ticle based on forms that also function synchronically as third-person object suf-
fixes (Appleyard 2005: 58). The latter group, it should be added, has an innovated 
set of possessive suffixes, based on independent pronouns; it should be assumed 
that the object markers were in fact possessive suffixes in the proto-form of these 
languages. Appleyard thus shows that nearly all South Ethio-Semitic languages 
(exceptions are Muher, Ezha, and the extinct Gafat) use third-person pronouns 
as definite articles. He concludes (2005: 59) that the origins of this usage can be 
traced to Classical Ethiopic, where the definite use of the possessive suffix is not 
uncommon. Appleyard further suggests that the origin of other types of articles in 
the North Ethio-Semitic languages (Tigre la-, Tigrinya ʾǝtu) should also be traced 
to patterns in classical Ethiopic. Appleyard does not attempt to explain the devel-
opment of the -u article in Classical Ethiopic, but he does connect all the Modern 
Ethio-Semitic articles to developments already attested in the Classical phase.

Finally, Rubin (2010: 114) takes a different approach, arguing that the function 
of the article in Ethio-Semitic is derived from the function of the possessive pro-
noun. Rubin points to a similar phenomenon in Indonesian, which like Classical 
Ethiopic does not have a formal definite article. In Indonesian, the demonstrative 
is used to mark definiteness when the noun has been mentioned before; however, 
when the noun has not been mentioned but is inferable from context, a third-
person possessive/object suffix -nya is used as an article: kamar-nya ‘the/his room’ 
(2010: 106). Further, in colloquial Indonesian, the third-person possessive/object 
suffix takes over the domain of the demonstrative as well. Thus, the third-person 
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possessive/object suffix becomes a definite article in all contexts. Rubin (2010: 109) 
suggests that the same process accounts for the development of the definite article 
in Ethiopic. To substantiate this, Rubin shows that the definite article in Chäha 
behaves like the one in formal Indonesian, while in other languages, e.g. Amharic, 
the definite article behaves like the one in colloquial Indonesian.

Rubin (2010: 111–112) further argues that although the demonstrative was oc-
casionally used as a definite article in classical Ethiopic, the definite article func-
tion of the third-person possessive suffix was essentially “a South Ethiopian feature 
that crept into the written language, and not a native development within Gecez.” 
In other words, Rubin claims that the definite article function of the possessive 
suffix is not an original feature of Classical Ethiopic but rather the result of a later 
development that was added to the texts. Rubin (2010: 112) also rejects Kapeliuk’s 
reconstruction, offering two reasons: (1) Classical Ethiopic is not the direct an-
cestor of Amharic, and thus cannot account for the developments there; and (2) 
Chäha shows syntactic restrictions on its definite article which are not attested in 
Classical Ethiopic and are better explained otherwise.

Rubin’s suggestion thus relies on a typological similarity with Indonesian, 
but does not account for the historical process in the latter, or demonstrate any 
historical process in Ethiopic. There is, however, no typological argument here; 
Indonesian, in which the process Rubin suggests occurs, is typologically very dif-
ferent from South Ethio-Semitic in the relevant features. We discuss these dif-
ferences and other typological faux amis below, in Section 3. The fact that two 
languages show similarity in one of their features may well be accidental, espe-
cially two languages with no known contact or genetic relationship. Moreover, 
the synchronic similarity between Chäha and Indonesian does not explain the 
development of either the Ethiopic or the Indonesian article. We must also take 
issue with Rubin’s dismissal of the Classical Ethiopic construction as not native to 
the language. There is no evidence to indicate that it was added by later speakers; 
indeed, as we show below, the evidence of other Semitic languages indicates that 
the feature was not a development of the Ethiopic branch of Semitic alone, but 
rather inherited from Common Semitic (as Rubin himself concedes, 2010: 113). 
If this development is attested in other branches, Rubin’s arguments against its 
originality in Classical Ethiopic are further weakened.

In the following pages we offer a different explanation for the development 
possessive > definite article in Ethiopic. After reviewing some definitions in 
Section 2, in Section 3 we outline evidence gathered from different Semitic lan-
guages, evidence that shows that the phenomenon is not restricted to Ethiopic. In 
Section 4 we offer analysis of the data and suggest a reconstruction that explains 
the data across nodes in Semitic. In Section 5 we note several typological similari-
ties Semitic languages share with various other languages, although we will argue 
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that Semitic differs from these languages in a number of important features. In 
Section 6 we offer our final conclusions.

2. Definitions: Possessive pronouns and definite articles

While the studies discussed above use the term “definite article” freely, we wish 
to be very clear on the criteria that underlie our distinction between a possessive 
pronoun and a definite article. Possessive suffixes in the Semitic languages typi-
cally agree with the possessor, as in Arabic Maḥmūd … baytu-hū ‘Mahmoud … 
his house’; Layla … baytu-hā ‘Layla … her house’, etc. In other words, the posses-
sive suffixes in Semitic are pronouns, not possessive adjectives. Following Fraurud 
(2001) we suggest that the function of the pronoun cannot be said to be marking 
possession whenever there is no obvious anchor, i.e. a referent (actual or under-
stood) to which the pronoun refers. Anchor in this context is a possessor, whether 
overtly expressed as a noun phrase in the text (e.g., John … his wife), or understood 
from the context (e.g., [after visiting John] … his wife). Structurally, in Semitic, 
the possessive pronoun agrees in number and gender with the anchor, though the 
rules underlying the morphological representation of such agreement may vary 
slightly.

In contrast, a definite article is an overt marker of the grammatical category 
“definite” (Lyons 1999: 277–278). It is associated with its head noun, and if its ori-
gin is pronominal, it may agree with its head noun, as is the case in Neo-Aramaic. 
The use of a definite article is not conditioned by the existence of an overt or un-
derstood anchor.

3. The Semitic data

This section contains data gathered from representatives of all Semitic branches, 
with the exception of Classical Ethiopic, where the syntax of the possessive pro-
noun is well known and amply documented. The evidence presented in this chap-
ter is the empirical basis for our discussion in Section 4 below.

3.1 Akkadian

In a classic study of the Akkadian terms for the seasons of the year, B. Landsberger 
(1948) reviewed a number of expressions in which a 3m.sg pronominal suffix ex-
pressed not possession but what he termed “situational determination” (German 
Situationsdeterminierung); these appear already in early dialects of Akkadian:
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 (2) Old Assyrian: ina ḫarp-ē-šu (in summer-gen-his) ‘in (the) summer’;
      ana daš ʾ-ē-šu (at spring-gen-his) ‘in (the) spring’

 (3) Old Assyrian: kaspum ša šatt-ī-šu (silver of year-gen-his) ‘yearly rent’; note 
also Old Babylonian ana šatt-ī-šu (at year-gen-his) ‘for a/the year’, e.g., 
Szlechter (1958: 68); see Gelb et al. (1956–2010 vol. Š/2 pp. 203–204).

 (4) Middle Assyrian kala ūm-ī-šu (all day-gen-his) ‘the whole day’

Landsberger noted that in all of these expressions, the possessive suffix could be 
omitted without changing the meaning. By calling the phenomenon “situational 
determination,” he implied that the suffix in such examples refers to the context in 
general. Other temporal words also bear a 3m.sg-suffix (see also Stol 1996).

i. adī-šu (until-his) ‘until then’ (von Soden 1995 §42d)
ii. anūmīšu (Old Babylonian only)
iii. inūmīšu ‘at that time, then’
iv. inūšu ‘at that time, then’

The adverbs inūmīšu and inūšu serve as correlatives of the conjunctions inu and 
inūma ‘when’ (Westenholz 1971: 88–89). The forms anūmīšu and inūmīšu are 
probably derived from their apparent components, ana ‘at’ / in ‘in’ + ūm-i ‘day-
gen’ + -šu ‘its’, and in fact the noun phrase ina ūmī-šu ‘at that time’ is also attest-
ed. Note, for example: Old Babylonian dabāb-šu anniam ša ina ūm-ī-šu idbub-u 
… iqbû (speaking-his this rel in day-gen-his speak.pret.3com.sg-subord … 
say.pret.3m.pl) ‘they repeated this utterance of his that he uttered at that time’ 
(Frankena 1966: 58, text 88 lines 13–16); Standard Babylonian ina ūm-ī-šu idullū-
šu (in day-gen-his they-were-moving-him[dat]) ‘at that moment they were 
moving around him’ in the famous Babylonian creation text Enūma eliš (Talon 
2005: 53, tablet IV line 63). On the other hand, inūšu is most likely a locative form 
of an ancient Semitic noun *cin- ‘time’ + -su ‘its’ (Huehnergard forthcoming).

The suffix -(ī)šu also appears on multiplicatives, viz., ištīššu ‘once’, šinīšu ‘twice’, 
šalāšīšu ‘thrice’, and on the adverb watriššu ‘in addition’. Here we also probably 
have the 3m.sg pronominal suffix. This was already suggested in Brockelmann 
(1908–13: 2.260–261), comparing similar forms in Syriac. The ending was prob-
ably simply the 3m.sg suffix -šu originally, attached to the cardinal number in the 
(adverbial) accusative, as on ištīššu ‘once’; the ending -īšu on forms such as šalāšīšu 
‘thrice’ (from šalāš ‘three’) was clipped from morphologically ambiguous forms 
such as šinīšu ‘twice’ (probably -šu attached to an old oblique form of ‘two’ šinī), 
erbīšu ‘four times’ (cf. erbe ‘four’).

A few other likely examples of the articular use of a third-person suffix may 
also be noted:
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 (5) ušēṣ-âm-ma šār-ī ša
  go out.caus.pret.3c.sg-directive-and winds-obl rel
  ibn-û sebettī-šun
  build.pret.3c.sg-subord seven-their
  ‘He let out the seven winds he had created.’
   (Standard Babylonian, Enūma eliš IV 47; see Talon 2005: 52)

 (6) u minû ša aḫū-ya ḫašḫ-u aḫū-ya
  and what rel brother-my need.PredAdj.3m.sg-subord brother-my
  lišpur-am-ma ultu bītī-šunu
  write.prec.1c.sg-to me-and from house-their
  lilqû-niš-šu
  take.prec.3m.pl-directive-acc.3m.sg
  ‘And whatever my brother needs, he should write to me so that it can be got 

from the (store)house (lit.: ‘house-their’).’
   (Middle Babylonian, Knudtzon 1908–15, text 7, lines 61–62)

In the latter example, the 3m.pl verb lilqû (lit. ‘let them take’) is used imperson-
ally, as a passive, since there is no one in the context to whom ‘they’ might refer; 
the same is thus true of the 3m.pl suffix -šunu ‘their’ on ‘house’; it agrees with the 
impersonal 3m.pl verb, and so ištu bītī-šunu must simply mean ‘from the house’ 
(Moran 1992: 15, footnote 19).

3.2 Biblical Hebrew

Anchorless possessive suffixes are common with temporal nouns, like cēt ‘time’, 
yôm ‘day’, etc. These are frequently categorized as cases of incongruence (Levi 
1987) or are ignored all together (Waltke & O’Connor 1990).

 (7) hă-tôṣî  ʾ mazzārôt bǝ-ʿitt-ô
  int-bring out.impf.2m.sg constellation.f.pl in-time-his
  ‘Can you bring forth the constellations during the season?’ (Job 38:32)

 (8) kallû maʿăśê-kem dǝbar yôm bǝ-yôm-ô
  finish.imp.m.pl deeds-2m.pl thing.m.sg day.m.sg in-day-his
  ‘Finish your chores for the day as every day.’ (Exodus 5:13)

Moreover, in a few frozen forms the suffix seems to agree with the host noun rath-
er than with the anchor:

 (9) wa-ʾănaḥnû yaḥd-āw	 ʾên zār ʾitt-ānû b-ab-bayit
  and-we together-his there is no foreigner with-us in-def-house
  ‘We are together, there is no one with us in the house.’ (1Kings 3:18)
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Brockelmann (1899: 344–347) suggested that the final -w of yaḥdāw was not a re-
flex of the 3m.sg pronoun, but rather a reflex of the locative ending -u attested in 
Akkadian and, he suggested, in Arabic adverbs in -u and Ethiopic forms such as 
lā‘lu ‘above’. But the Akkadian ending is, pace Brockelmann, a short vowel (origi-
nally -um), and it is unlikely that this would have survived as such or as -w in 
Hebrew, unless protected by a following consonant (as in pit’ōm < *pit’-um-ma 
‘suddenly’); elsewhere in Hebrew, the word-final sequence -ayu (in the puta-
tive *yaḥd-ay-u) yields an e vowel, known as seghol (*yistayu > yište ‘he drinks’; 
*śadayu > śāde ‘field’). The fact that the Akkadian locative ending is a short -u 
also suggests that the Ethiopic forms cited by Brockelmann (where -u < *-ū) are 
likewise probably unrelated.

 (10) śāray-ik sôrǝrîm wǝ-ḥabrê gannābîm kull-ô	 ʾōhēb šōḥad
  rulers.m.pl-2f.sg rebels and-friends.of thieves.m.pl all-his lover.of bribe
  ‘Your rulers are rebels, companions of thieves; they all love bribes.’
   (Isaiah 1:23)

Joüon & Muraoka (2000: 545) call the suffix on kōl ‘all’ and yaḥad ‘together’ “a 
vague suffix,” acknowledging that it does not function as a regular 3m.sg posses-
sive suffix. They suggest that the suffix has a demonstrative meaning: kull-ô = ‘to-
tality of that’.

 (11) mā llǝ-kā pô u-mî lǝ-kā pô kî ḥāṣabtā
  what to-2m.sg here and-who to-2m.sg here subord drill.pfv.2m.sg
  llǝ-kā pô qāber ḥōṣǝbî mārôm qibr-ô
  to-2m.sg here grave hewing.ptcl height grave-his
  ‘What are you doing here and who gave you permission to cut out a grave 

for yourself here, hewing the grave on the height?’ (Isaiah 22:16)

In the case of kull- in example (10) it is, of course, tempting to analyze the form 
as containing an anticipatory pronoun, a pattern that exists in Biblical Hebrew, 
although not in abundance. Kogut (1982a, 1982b) refers to many such examples, 
and suggests that the third-person suffixed pronoun evolved from an independent 
pronoun (1982a: 19), a possibility that we will address below.1

In addition to the Biblical Hebrew examples cited above note also, perhaps, the 
suffix in the early (10th c. BCE) Hebrew inscription known as the Gezer calendar, 
where yrḥ-w (months-his) may simply mean ‘the months’; see Cross (2003: 272), 
who also proposes an articular third-person suffix in an inscription in the closely 
related Phoenician language. The function of the suffix in the Gezer calendar is 
much debated, however (Dobbs-Allsopp et al. 2005: 157–158).
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3.2.1 Modern Hebrew
Two temporal expressions, bi-ša ʿto (also pronounced bi-šaʿato) and bi-zmano, are 
very common:2

 (12) lemaʿase Livni hayta ha-yexida be-memshelet Ulmert …
  actually PN.f be.pfv.3f.sg def-single.f.sg in-government.of PN
  še-hiṣbi ʿa	 bi-šaʿt-o	 neged ha-hesder
  rel-vote.pfv.3f.sg at-time-his against def-agreement.m.sg
  ha-ʾenoši ha-minimaly le-ʾizruax xelek
  def-humane.m.sg def-minimal.m.sg to-naturalization.of part
  mi-yaldey ha-zarim
  from-children.m.pl.of def-foreigners.m.pl
  ‘Actually, Livni was the only one in Olmert’s cabinet … who voted at the 

time against the previous minimal humane agreement to naturalize some of 
the children of foreign workers.’ (Menahem Ben, NRG; May 23, 2010)

 (13) banot, šeʾela. mi bi-zman-o	 himliṣa ʿal tipot
  girls.f.pl question.f.sg who in-time-his recommend.pfv.3f.sg on drops.f.pl
  homeopatiyot R6?
  homeopathic.f.pl R6
  ‘Girls, a question. Who recommended at the time homeopathic drops R6?’ 

(Pregnancy Forum: http://www.yoledet.co.il/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_
ID=184157)

3.3 Aramaic

Syriac has a few rare relics of an unmotivated possessive suffix (superscript letters 
appear in the orthography but are not pronounced. They represent a historically 
earlier form of the language, much like the French present-tense paradigm for the 
singular):

 (14) mār-y Šemʿon d-estūn-eh
  lord-my Simon of-pillar-his
  ‘St. Simon the Stylite’3

 (15) tamūz d-kawrān-awhy

  June of-drought-his
  ‘hot June’

Another relevant example is māry d-kalb-awhy (lord-my of-dogs-his) ‘the saint 
with the dogs’. The form māry is the regular epithet for saints in Syriac (cf. Hebrew 
ʾădôn-ay lords-my ‘God’). Nöldeke (1888: 473, fn. 2) claimed that the suffix is equal 
to notre in Notre Dame, or -yn in Phoenician blt-yn (mistress-our) ‘our Mistress’. 

http://www.yoledet.co.il/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=184157
http://www.yoledet.co.il/forum/topic.asp?TOPIC_ID=184157
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However, this is unlikely; if this analysis were correct, the suffix should have been 
placed on the head noun, i.e. mār ‘lord’, i.e. ‘our lord of the dogs’. A phrase such 
as māry d-kalb-ayn (lord-my of-dogs-our) would mean ‘the saint of our dogs’, not 
‘our saint’. Thus, the third-person suffix is still functionally unaccounted for in this 
example.

The noun *kull- ‘all’, which is normally a dependent in a construct chain (e.g., 
kul nāšūtā ‘all the people, the entire population’), can also be used in apposition to 
the noun and carry a definite article, kullā (written kl ʾ), or a suffixed pronoun in 
agreement with the noun. However, in a number of cases in a dialect of Aramaic 
from the first millennium BCE, the definite form kl ʾ and the suffixed form klh have 
the same meaning (Fitzmyer 1979: 214–215).

Furthermore, in a number of dialects, 3m.sg possessive suffixes are often 
found on temporal nouns with no anchor:

 (16) yôm-eh hāden
  day.m.sg-his dem.m.sg
  ‘today’ (Fassberg 1990: 121)

 (17) bar šā‘t-eh
  son.of hour-his
  ‘immediately’ (Brockelmann 1908–13: 2260)

3.4 Ugaritic

An instance of an articular pronoun suffix may appear in the following sentence:

 (18) yṯb . dnil . [ys]pr . yrḫ-h
  sit.pfv.3m.sg PN count.ipfv.3m.sg months-his/her
  ‘Daniel sat to count the/her/his months’
   (Dietrich et al. 1995, text 1.17.ii, line 43)

For the translation of yrḫ-h (months-his/her) as ‘the months’ see Coogan 
(1978: 35); other translators render yrḫ-h as ‘her months’ (e.g., Parker 1997: 57, 
Tropper 2000: 691) or ‘his months’ (Caquot et al. 1974: 426, with note k).

3.5 Old South Arabian

At the turn of the 19th century, the Semitist H. Winckler interpreted a number of 
instances of third-person suffixes in Old South Arabian inscriptions as marking 
“determination,” such as ’lh-hmw (god-their) ‘(the) God’; ’‘rb-hmw (Arabs-their) 
‘the Arabs’ (Winckler 1896: 335 with fn. 3); kl ‘brt-hmw (all eternity-their) ‘for 
all eternity’; s2ms1-hmw (sun-their) ‘the sun’ (Winckler 1897: 340–343, 347–349). 
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A lively discussion followed, in which other Semitists claimed that all of Winckler’s 
proposed instances of determining suffixes should be understood in their nor-
mal possessive function (Müller 1899, Praetorius 1899, 1900, Reckendorf 1900, 
Brockelmann 1908–13: 1.471–472); Winckler defended his position in other ar-
ticles (Winckler 1899, 1900, supported by Smith 1952), but recent descriptive 
grammars of Old South Arabian (Beeston 1984, Stein 2003) make no mention of 
a possible determining function of third-person pronominal suffixes. There are, 
however, a number of instances in which a third-person suffix on the noun wrḫ 
‘month’ may support Winckler’s proposal (Lipiński 1997: 271), such as:

 (19) wrḫ-s1 ḏ-bs2mm
  month-his (month name)
  ‘in the month Ḏū-Bs2mm’ (Qatabanic, Ricks 1989: 55,
  q.v. for similar examples; see also Avanzini 2004, texts 197–202, 211).4

 (20) wrḫ-hw ḏ-d’wn
  month-his (month name)
  ‘in the month Ḏū-D’wn’ (Sabaic, Winckler 1900: 412, Smith 1952: 288)

3.6 Arabic

In a paper reviewing redundant possessive suffixes in Arabic and other languages, 
Blau (1979) discusses what are, in our view, two distinct types of redundant posses-
sive pronouns: (1) those whose host is a family member (e.g., mother) or an inalien-
able element (e.g., limbs); and (2) those that have no clear anchor. Our interest here 
is with the latter. In Arabic the most common examples are, again, temporal nouns.

 (21) sārā laylat-a-humā wa-yawm-a-humā
  walk.pfv.3m.du night-acc-3m.du and-day-acc-3m.du
  ‘The two of them walked day and night.’ (Blau 1979: 35)

 (22) l-mušrik-ūna najas-un fa-lā yaqrabū
  def-idolator-m.pl.nom unclean.m.pl-nom and-neg approach.sbjv.3m.pl
  l-masjida l-ḥarāma baʿda ʿām-i-him hāḏā
  def-mosque.acc def-holy.acc after year.f.sg-gen-their dem.f.sg
  ‘The idolators are unclean, therefore they should not approach the holy 

mosque after this year.’ (Qurʾān 9:28)

Traditionally, the third-person masculine plural suffix on ʿām ‘year’ here is inter-
preted as referring to the year the opening statement of this Sūra was made; the 
statement is presented as the speech of both the prophet and God (barāʾatun mina 
llāhi wa-rasūli-hī). However, this is made clear with the demonstrative hāḏā alone. 
The phrase ‘their year’ in Classical Arabic would not normally mean ‘this year’.
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Non-referential pronouns are also used in Arabic with ’inna and similar par-
ticles: ʾinna-hū ʾana llāh-u l-ʿazīz-u l-ḥakīm (ʾinna-his I God-nom def-mighty-nom 
def-wise) ‘I am God the all-mighty all-wise’ (Qurʾān 27:9). This pattern is differ-
ent than the type discussed here: it is only used with ʾinna and similar particles, 
never with nouns, and the pronoun is invariably 3m.sg. For attempts to explain its 
function see Bloch (1990) and Peled (1990).

4. Analysis and Reconstruction

The data adduced in Section 3 show that third-person pronouns are used in all 
branches of the Semitic family in a function other than marking possession. The 
only branch that fully grammaticalized this function is Ethio-Semitic, but it is clear 
from its distribution that it was available already in Proto-Semitic, particularly on 
words and phrases referring to time, but also more generally (Lambdin 1978: 235). 
How can we account for this function?

A number of Semitists (e.g. Landsberger 1948, Correll 1991), as well as the 
Arab grammarians, have claimed that the pronoun in this usage is indeed posses-
sive, and that it refers to the general context or situation, i.e., that Gǝʿǝz bagizehu, 
Akkadian inūmīšu, Arabic yawmahu, Modern Hebrew bizmano all mean ‘in his 
time’ = ‘in the time of the relevant/immediate context’.5 Indeed, the Semitic lan-
guages do allow third-person pronouns and demonstratives to refer to general 
context, but two points should be borne in mind. First, at least some Semitic lan-
guages, like Biblical Hebrew, primarily use feminine pronouns for contextual ref-
erence, zōʾt ʿăśû wi-ḥyû (this.f.sg do.imp.m.pl and-live.imp.m.pl) ‘do this and you 
shall live’ (Genesis 42:18). Second, such contextual reference is common with de-
monstratives, not with possessive suffixes. Note for example from Hebrew: bǝ-zōʾt 
tibbāḥēnû (in-dem.f.sg be-judged.ipfv.2m.pl) ‘you will be judged by the follow-
ing’ (Genesis 42:15); Arabic: faʿaltumū-hā (do.pfv.2m.pl-her) ‘you have done it’ 
(Wright 1967: 299). It is not clear what “context” might mean in regular expres-
sions such as kull-ô (all-his) or yaḥd-āw (together-his), which appear regularly 
in several Semitic languages; such nouns cannot refer to a singular referent, be it 
an event or a person. There seems to be a logical fallacy in arguing that phrases 
such as Syriac tamūz d-kawrān-awhy (June of-drought-his) refer to “context” when 
there is no context that the word kawrānā ‘drought’ can refer to (‘the drought of 
the situation’?). The pronominal suffix is also unlikely to refer to tamūz; this would 
yield the tautological phrase ‘June of June’s drought’. Finally, these expressions ap-
pear in all the Semitic branches, a fact that is consistent with their analysis as a 
common phenomenon, rather than with a language-specific development, and, 
we believe, does not require an ad-hoc explanation for each individual occurrence.
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We suggest that the third-person suffixes in these constructions are vestiges 
of the original anaphoric function of the third-person pronouns in Semitic. It is 
commonly accepted that the independent forms of the third-person pronouns — 
Proto-Semitic *su(±’a) ‘he, it’, *si(±’a) ‘she, it’, *sum(±ū) ‘they (m)’, *sin(±ā) ‘they 
(f)’ (with *s > *h in most West Semitic languages) — were originally anaphoric 
demonstrative pronouns, which continue to be used as such in all of the languag-
es except Arabic (Huehnergard 2002: 66–67). The attributive demonstrative in 
Semitic is typically postpositive (that is, it occupies the place of the attribute) and 
agrees fully with its head noun (Pat-El 2009: 20–21). Thus, we can reconstruct the 
syntax of the N-Dem order: *bayt-V su ‘that house’. For now we reconstruct this 
syntagm with case-ending -V but without mimation; see further below on mima-
tion.

The Proto-Semitic oblique suffixal forms of the third-person pronouns are 
nearly identical to the independent (nominative) forms: m.sg *-su, f.sg *-sa/-si, 
m.pl *-sum(±ū), f.pl *-sin(±ā). In fact, in a number of languages, this is still quite 
evident. See Table 1 for details.

Table 1. Comparative tables of independent and suffixal third-person pronouns.

Akkadian Arabica Sabaic

independent suffixal independent suffixal independent suffixal

m.sg šū -šu huwa -hu hʾ/hwʾ -hw

f.sg šī -ša/-ši hiya -hā hʾ/hyʾ -h/-hw

m.pl šunu -šunu hum -hum hmw -hmw/-hm

f.pl šina -šina hunna -hunna hn -hn
a Distal demonstratives in Arabic are not based on Semitic *sV.

This similarity between the nominative independent pronouns and the oblique 
suffixal forms of the pronouns is unique to the third person; it does not obtain 
for the first- and second-person pronouns. Of course, since the third-person pro-
nouns are demonstratives, which unlike the first- and second-person independent 
pronouns can function as both subjects and objects, this distribution in just the 
third-person pronoun is to be expected. For first and second persons, the indepen-
dent and suffixal forms have different morphologies: e.g., 1c.sg.nom. * ʾanāku (suf-
fixal *-ku) vs. gen. *-ī/-ya; acc. *-nī; 2m.sg.nom. * ʾanta (suffixal *-ta) vs. obl. *-ka.

The anaphoric pronouns have several functions in early Semitic:

– In apposition to a preceding noun, agreeing in number and gender: *bayt-V su 
‘house, that one’ = ‘that house’
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– Independently, as third-person pronouns in parallel with the etymologically 
unrelated set of independent first- and second-person pronouns: *ʾab-ī su ‘that 
one/he is my father’ like * ʾab-ī ’anta ‘you are my father’

– As direct objects: * ʾanθ̣ur su ‘I watched that one/him’ (compare Old Egyptian 
ỉw m33.k sw presentative see-2m.sg him/it ‘you see him’)

As direct objects, the pronouns could apparently also be enclitic, i.e., suffixes, like 
first- and second-person objects: thus, instead of, or in addition to, * ʾanθ̣ur su, 
there was also * ʾanθ̣ur-su, like * ʾanθ̣ur-ka ‘I watched you (m.sg)’. The anaphoric 
pronouns also came to be used as third-person possessive (genitive) pronouns, 
presumably as enclitic suffixes; this usage probably derived from the object (ac-
cusative) forms via a four-part analogy, namely:6

 (23) * ʾanθ̣ur-ka : *bayt-V-ka :: * ʾanθ̣ur-su : X = *bayt-V-su

At this stage of our reconstruction, therefore, *bayt-V su ‘that house’ is identical in 
form to *bayt-V-su ‘his house’. Our reconstruction assumes that there was at this 
time no distinction between the unbound and bound forms of the noun, i.e., that 
the marker -M (mimation) denoting unboundness (*bayt-V-M ‘a/the house’ vs. 
*bayt-V ‘house of ’) had not yet developed. Since the clitic *-M denoting unbound 
forms must have followed a vowel, its origin is presumably later than the origin 
of the case system; but for the problem at hand, it is irrelevant whether the case 
system had yet evolved. A reconstruction of mimation later than the case system 
is found in a number of previous studies of the Semitic case system, for example, 
Hecker (1968: 98–99) for Proto-Akkadian, Gelb (1961: 188), Retsö (1997) and re-
cently and most thoroughly, Hasselbach ([n.d.]: 323) for proto-Semitic.

Thus, we posit that at the time prior to the development discussed here there 
was little or no formal distinction between ‘that house’ and ‘his house’; in other 
words, *bayt-V(-)su is ambiguous. (As we have noted above, there would have 
been a distinction when the gender of the noun differed from the gender of the 
possessor: *bayt-V(-)su ‘that/his house’ vs. *bayt-V-si ‘her house’; *raḫil-V(-)si 
‘that/her ewe’ vs. *raḫil-V-su ‘his ewe’. Compare Amharic bet-u ‘his/the house’ 
vs. bet-wa ‘her house’ and gäräd-wa ‘her/the maid’ vs. gäräd-u ‘his maid’.) Later, 
with the development of a distinction between unbound and bound forms of the 
noun — presumably after the rise of the vocalic case-system — there is a con-
comitant differentiation of the previously ambiguous *bayt-V(-)su ‘that/his house’ 
into *bayt-V-su ‘his house’ and *bayt-V-M su ‘that house’.7 But the differentiation 
was not complete; in some instances, the enclitic form (*-su, etc.) continued to be 
used and construed as anaphoric, i.e., *bayt-V-su continued in some instances to 
be used and construed as ‘that house’ rather than as ‘his house’, probably retaining 
this function especially with temporal nouns (see further below).
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We have seen that temporal phrases in which an apparent third-person suffix 
functions as a marker of definiteness are particularly common across the Semitic 
languages. We suggest that they are frozen relics of the earlier stage that we have 
reconstructed above, relics that escaped the later differentiation of *bayt-V(-)su 
‘that/his house’ into *bayt-V-su ‘his house’ and *bayt-V-M su ‘that house’ (for our 
use of the term ‘relic’, see Harris & Campbell 1995: 354–355). They may have es-
caped the differentiation more broadly than other semantic classes of nouns be-
cause there was little need to be able to distinguish ‘his day’ or ‘his year’, which 
would not normally occur; in other words, while the distinction between ‘that/the 
house’ and ‘his house’ is significant, *yawm-V(-)su is usually ‘that day’, and only 
rarely ‘his day’. With the introduction of the marking of boundness, the tempo-
ral phrases were grammaticalized as adverbial units, either “adverbial accusative” 
*yawm-a-su or with appropriate prepositions *bi-yawm-i-su ‘(on) that day’, not 
‘(on) his day’.

This reconstruction accounts for the problems detailed in Section 1: 1) the 
possessive suffix appears to render a host noun definite rather than marking its 
possessor, because the phrase was originally a N-Dem combination, rather than a 
N-Poss; 2) the agreement of the suffix with its host, which is abnormal for a pos-
sessive suffix, is perfectly normal for a demonstrative; 3) the preference for mas-
culine singular is not accounted for in our reconstruction; however, we may note 
that other pronouns whose inflection has been reduced, like the relative pronoun 
(originally a demonstrative), retain only the masculine singular form across the 
family. Of course, this needs further study, but there is a clear tendency in Semitic 
to prefer the masculine singular as the default pronominal form.

The possessive/definite article found in South Ethio-Semitic and Classical 
Ethiopic is thus not a unique local development, but rather an extension of an in-
herited pattern that is found only as a relic in other languages. As the discussion in 
Section 3 shows, languages that did not develop a definite article of any kind still 
show a tendency to rely on third-person suffixal pronouns to mark definiteness. 
Clearly, the question that must be addressed is the motivation for the possessive/
definite article to spread in Classical and South Ethiopic. Here we find Kapeliuk’s 
proposal persuasive, namely, that the head noun in the phrase bet-u la-nǝguś was 
reanalyzed as a definite noun even in contexts unrelated to the pattern bet-u la-
nǝguś (Kapeliuk 1994b: 4–6). The reanalysis provided further incentive for an al-
ready-existing, though vestigial, pattern to spread and become grammaticalized. 
A similar phenomenon is attested in Syriac, which developed construct patterns 
along the lines of Classical Ethiopic. We hope to address this issue in a future ar-
ticle. One of the functions of the Indonesian possessive/article may lend typologi-
cal support to this proposal; see more below.
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5. Typological evidence

Since the most recent paper to address this topic (Rubin 2010) invokes syntactic 
similarities between Ethio-Semitic and Indonesian to explain the development in 
Ethiopic, we turn now to a brief review of typological evidence and its implications 
for the explanation offered in the present article, particularly the similarities and 
differences between the Semitic situation and other languages with possessives 
functioning as definite articles.

An important typological consideration, which is relevant to the current dis-
cussion, is the number of personal pronouns in various languages. Bhat (2004) 
distinguishes between two-person languages and three-person languages. A two-
person language is a language in which the third person and the demonstrative 
are either identical or etymologically related to each other, while in a three-person 
language the third person and the demonstrative are different from each other 
(Bhat 2004: 134). In some 2-person languages, the third person does not have a 
single form; rather, any of an entire set of demonstratives may function as a third-
person pronoun. In other 2-person languages, the third person is identical to only 
one type of demonstrative. The Semitic languages fall into the latter group.

Bhat (2004: 138) further offers the following generalizations:

– Languages with no gender distinction in the third person are more often 3-per-
son languages; languages with gender distinction are more often 2-person.

– Languages with person-oriented demonstratives (closer-to-me, closer-to-you, 
etc.) are more often 3-person languages; languages with distance-oriented de-
monstratives (proximal, distal etc.) are more often 2-person.

These generalizations seem to fit Semitic, and so the family should be considered 
a 2-person language family, i.e., a language family which does not have a distinct 
third person. This typology becomes relevant when we compare Semitic with oth-
er possessive/article languages.

Fraurud (2001) examines a number of unrelated languages which use pos-
sessive suffixes as definite articles, Turkish, Mayan, and Uralic. She notes several 
interesting similarities between the languages she examined. In languages with 
possessives as a definite article, the possessive is either an affix or a clitic (Fraurud 
2001: 250). In none of the languages do the possessive pronouns distinguish gen-
der, while in Turkish neither gender nor number is distinguished (see also Rubin 
2010). But in Semitic, as we have seen, possessive suffixes specifically mark both 
gender and number. In none of the languages reviewed is the use of the possessive/
definite article obligatory or systematic. Fraurud (2001: 254) further suggests that 
this means that the grammaticalization has not gone far enough. We disagree: in 
Amharic, where the possessive/definite article is the only available article, its use 
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is not obligatory. Kapeliuk (1994b: 56) notes that bare nouns may be definite and 
hyper-definite, arguing that the article has been deleted. Regardless of the evi-
dence for this statement, it is clear that in Amharic bare nouns may be indefinite or 
hyper-definite, and hence the existence of the article can be said to be not obligato-
ry. Furthermore, in some Neo-Aramaic dialects, like Arbel, and in Tigrinya (mod-
ern Ethio-Semitic), which use demonstratives as articles, their use is likewise not 
obligatory. We may add that in none of the languages reviewed by Fraurud does a 
category of definite article exist outside the use of possessives as definite articles.

Some of the above-mentioned features are familiar from Ethio-Semitic and may 
support the connection suggested in Rubin (2010), but let us look closely at these 
languages, specifically where they differ significantly from the Semitic languages.

The most relevant example is Turkish, where the third-person possessive suf-
fix may be used as a definite article (Göskel & Kerslake 2005: 70). Turkish is a 
2-person language, and the third-person pronoun is derived from the distal de-
monstrative. Schroeder (1999: 74) suggests that nouns marked with the possessive 
suffix must “be interpreted as anaphoric expressions”:

 (24) dikim-in-i de şey-de yap-tır-ıyor-sunuz
  sewing-poss.3sg-acc also thing-loc make-caus-prs-2pl
  ‘So you also have the sewing done here.’ (Schroeder 1999: 133)

Note that the indefinite article, bir, may precede such anaphoric expressions: 
bir lastıǧ-ı (indf tire-poss) ‘a tire’, i.e. ‘any member within the set’ (Schroeder 
1999: 72–75). The Turkish first- and second-person possessive suffixes inflect for 
number, but the third-person suffix does not: kapı-sı door-poss ‘his/her/its door/
their door’, kapı-lar-ı door-pl-poss ‘their door/their doors’. Since -lar is a nominal 
plural suffix, kapı-lar-ı can be also interpreted as ‘his/her/its doors’.8 This ambigu-
ity is only found with the third person; other pronouns have distinct sg and pl 
forms: kapı-n ‘your (sg) door’, kapı-nız ‘your (pl) door’.

The Turkish third-person possessive pronoun has a number of other functions 
unrelated to marking possession. It can derive nouns out of adjectives: güzel-ler-i 
nice-pl-poss.3sg ‘the nice ones’ (Schroeder 1999: 29–31) or adverbs: dışarıs-ı ‘the 
outside’. These pronouns are also used to mark nominal genitival relation: çevre 
örgüt-ü environment organization-poss ‘environmental organization’. Moreover, 
in this function, they are mutually exclusive with other persons. Note the minimal 
pair:

 (25) a. okul canta-sı school bag-3poss ‘school bag’
  b. okul canta-m school bag-my ‘my school bag’
  c. ** okul canta-sı-m
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In Yucatec Maya, which is briefly mentioned in Rubin (2010: 112, fn. 31), posses-
sive suffixes may also be used as definite articles. Lehmann (1998: 86) suggests that 
“the possessive clitic expresses an association of the P[ossessive]Nom[inal] with 
something present in the universe of discourse”, i.e. there is no obvious nominal 
anchor.9 Note the following example:

 (26) yan a t’an-ik u h-men-il
  must you call-incomp 3poss m-shaman-relationalizer
  ‘you have to call the shaman’ (Lehmann 1998: 87)

The third-person possessive pronoun in Yucatec Maya is closely related to the per-
sonal pronoun but not to the demonstrative, as Table 2 shows, and it is therefore 
possible that Yucatec Maya is a 3-person language.

Table 2. Third-person pronouns in Yucatec Maya

Singular Plural

Personal Pronoun u uu -oob

Demonstrative -a  -obe 

Possessive Pronoun u u -oob 

Finally, in Indonesian, a 3-person language, the possessive suffix may be used as 
a definite article (see the examples in Rubin 2010). Unlike the first- and second-
person pronouns, the third-person possessive suffix is uninflected (-nya for all 
numbers). It also performs other, non-genitival, functions, similar to possessive/
articles in other languages (Fraurud 2001: 258). For example, it may mark nominal 
possession: ibu-nya Suparjo mother-poss S ‘S’s mother’ (Sneddon 1996: 145–146), 
and can also be used to derive adverbs from adjectives (Sneddon 1996: 53) (cf. 
Turkish).10 Sneddon also notes that the function of the possessive suffix as an ar-
ticle is optional and states that “[-nya] tends to be used by Indonesians whose re-
gional language has a similar construction” (1996: 151).

On the basis of these data, Fraurud suggests a path of change to explain 
how possessive suffixes move from marking possession to marking definiteness. 
Following Hawkins (1978), she notes that there are four types of anaphoric use 
(Fraurud 2001: 245):

– Direct anaphoric use: a car … the car (or this car) …
– Associative anaphoric use: a car … the clutch …
– Immediate situation use: (in a car) press the clutch!
– Larger situation use: (in Denmark) … the queen …
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Definite articles and demonstratives overlap in direct anaphora in many languag-
es, as the example above shows. However, Fraurud (2001: 249) hypothesizes that 
the article function of possessive suffixes developed from an associative anaphoric 
use, where there is an overlap between the possessive and the article, for example 
“beside the barn there is a little cottage. The/Its roof is leaking.” Indeed, in many 
of the languages Fraurud examined such an overlap exists, and this is also what is 
implicitly suggested in Rubin (2010).

Against this hypothesis, Fraurud offers a number of counter-arguments. A 
particularly convincing argument against the associative anaphoric use is his-
torical evidence suggesting that the possessive/article function is very stable. In 
fact, in Turkish and the Uralic family, such a function can be reconstructed to the 
proto-language (for Turkish see Fraurud 2001: 254 and the references mentioned 
there, for Uralic see Janhunen 1982: 32, Décsy 1990: 81). This suggests that at least 
in these families the possessive suffixes did not develop into a definite article but 
rather that they had a definite function originally, which was inherited as such by 
the descendant languages. Related to this point is the fact that in these languages, 
the possessive suffix has several non-associative functions, such as derivation. 
These other functions may explain the development of the definite article or its 
spread, at least in some of the cases (cf. Kapeliuk 1994b).

These examples prove, of course, that the phenomenon of a possessive pro-
noun functioning as a definite article does exist cross-linguistically, albeit rarely; 
however, we should also note the differences between these languages, in terms 
of both synchronic syntax and the diachronic processes responsible for the final 
result. As we note in our introduction, synchronic similarity need not imply dia-
chronic similarity. In our view, the Semitic languages differ from the languages 
known to have developed an article from their possessive suffix in the following 
features:

– Some of these languages are 3-person languages, while Semitic is a 2-person 
family. In our sample, two of the three languages discussed are 3-person 
languages — Yucatec Maya (demonstrative a; third-person pronoun u) and 
Indonesian (demonstrative ini, itu; third-person pronoun ia, dia) — and one 
is a 2-person language — Turkish (demonstrative and 3rd personal pronoun 
o). This means that in Semitic the third person was originally, and still is in 
the majority of the languages, a demonstrative, which is a common source of 
definite articles crosslinguistically.11

– Many of the languages have very limited pronominal inflection for their third 
person: some inflect for neither gender nor number (Turkish, Indonesian), 
while others do not inflect for gender (Uralic, Yucatec Maya). Turkish and 
Indonesian are especially interesting because their first- and second-person 
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pronouns do inflect for number; only their third person does not. In Semitic, 
on the other hand, the third person is inflected for gender-number, like the 
second person, and like its ancestor, the distal demonstrative.

– In many of the languages observed, including Indonesian and Turkish, the 
third-person possessive suffixes have other, non-pronominal functions, and 
their origin as pronouns is therefore in doubt (Lyons 1999: 126–127, Göskel & 
Kerslake 2005: 70).

Given the several significant differences between the languages reviewed in this 
section, and the differences between those languages and the Semitic languages 
in terms of both syntax and morphology, all in features relevant to the develop-
ment of the definite article, it is unlikely that the historical process that created 
the Semitic definite article would be identical to whatever processes created the 
articles in Indonesian, Turkish, Uralic and Mayan.

There is one language that shows a process identical to what we have hypoth-
esized in Section 4 for early Semitic, namely Harari, a modern south Ethio-Semitic 
language. In Harari, the definite article is an invariable suffix -zo, which is identical 
to the 3m.sg possessive suffix -zo (Appleyard 2005: 57–58). This suffix probably 
originated from the independent distal demonstrative azzo. The Harari situation is 
identical to what we find in Chäha, where the third-person possessive suffixes are 
based on the third-person independent pronouns, which follow their head noun 
(Ford 1991: 281, Rose 2007: 422). See Table 3 for the forms.

Table 3. Third-person pronouns in Chäha

Personal pronoun Possessive suffix

m.sg
f.sg

xwɨta
xjɨta

-ǝta
-ǝxjta

m.pl
f.pl

xɨno
xɨnäma

-ǝxwna/-ǝxno
-ǝxnǝma

Unlike in Harari, in Chäha the definite article inflects for gender and number. 
This may indicate that the development in Chäha is rather recent. Furthermore, 
according to Rose, the definite article can be either bound or free forms: mɨs-ǝta 
or mɨs xwɨta ‘the man’; therefore, Rose (2007: 421–422) states that both the posses-
sive suffix and the personal pronoun can function as the definite article.12 If so, the 
development in Chäha is identical to what we have postulated was an intermediary 
stage before the grammaticalization of the possessive suffixes in pre-Proto-Semitic.

These Ethio-Semitic languages represent a secondary development, rather 
than a pan-Ethiopic change; however, they show that the change we have posited 
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for pre-Proto-Semitic is attested both typologically and within the family itself, 
and thus furnish compelling evidence in favor of the analysis argued for here.13

6. Summary and conclusions

The Ethio-Semitic definite article, which developed from the third-person posses-
sive suffix, has long puzzled scholars. Various hypotheses have been put forward 
in an attempt to explain its path of development in the Ethiopic branch of the 
Semitic languages. In the present article we have taken a different approach. We 
have shown that third-person possessive suffixes with a definite (rather than pos-
sessive) function are well attested in every branch of the Semitic family. All of the 
Semitic languages discussed in this article show a very similar syntax: a possessive 
suffix on a noun (very often a temporal noun) without an anchor and without a 
possessive function. We have argued that the function of these third-person pos-
sessive suffixes is that of the definite article, though it is clearly a relic in most of the 
languages in which it is attested. We have therefore suggested that the pattern is 
very old and common Semitic, and traced it to pre-Proto-Semitic. We have further 
proposed that in Semitic, a 2-person language, the distal demonstrative was used 
as a subject and object third-person pronoun, both independent and clitic, in ad-
dition to its function as the demonstrative. By analogy to first- and second-person 
object pronouns, which also function as possessive suffixes, the distal demonstra-
tive also came to fulfill the function of a possessive suffix. In this position, before 
the development of mimation, it was indistinguishable from the attributive de-
monstrative: bayt-V(-)su ‘that/his house’. This ambiguity was retained in vestiges 
across the Semitic languages, but only in Ethiopic did it mutate into a full-fledged 
definite article. This suggested path accounts for the peculiar agreement pattern, 
where the suffix agrees with the host noun, rather than with its anchor.

This reconstruction, therefore, shows a dem > def development in the proto-
language, which fizzled out in most languages and never fully materialized to func-
tion as the definite article, except in Ethio-Semitic, where it spread and became 
the definite article par excellence. If we are correct in our reconstruction, then in 
Semitic the development of dem > def and dem > poss are roughly co-temporal. 
Furthermore, Semitic is not comparable to languages like Indonesian or Turkish 
that may show a real poss > def development.
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Notes

* We wish to thank our colleagues J. Hackett, for help with Epigraphic Hebrew, and J. Okur, for 
help with Turkish. We also thank Orin Gensler and one anonymous reviewer for their instruc-
tive comments, which improved the structure and argumentation of this article. For the sub-
grouping of the Semitic language family used in this article, see Huehnergard (2005).

1. There are other examples with a pronoun, e.g., rǝkûš-ô ben ʾăḥî ʾAbrām (possession-his son.of 
brother.of Abram) ‘Abram’s nephew’s possession’ (Genesis 14:12). We will not address these 
examples here, since they have a clear anchor.

2. The examples were found in an on-line search on June 15, 2010.

3. This saint is also called māry Šemʿon d-estūnā, lit. ‘St. Simon of the pillar’. See Nöldeke 
(2001: 177).

4. Since most month names in these texts begin with the determinative-relative pronoun ḏ 
‘that of ’, it is possible that the pronominal suffix in these examples is proleptic, viz., ‘his month, 
(namely) that of {month name}’, as in the common Aramaic construction bǝreh d-malkā (son-his 
of-king) ‘the king’s son’. An example of the Old South Arabian construction with a month name 
that does not begin with ḏ is cited by Höfner (1943: 137): wrḫ-s1 ṣyd ḏ-l-144 ḫryfm ‘in (the) 
month Ṣyd of year 144’. We have not, however, been able to find an edition of the text quoted 
by Höfner.

5. See also Gesenius & Kautzsch 1910: 440–441, who note that the 3f.sg pronoun generally 
refers to the idea presented in the preceding sentence: b-āh ‘thereby’ (Genesis 24:14); ’ôt-āh 
‘that’ (Exodus 10:11); 3f.sg suffix on the verb: Genesis 15:6, Numbers 23:19 and several others; 
independent pronoun: Numbers 14:41, Joshua 10:13, Judges 14:4.

6. Similar third-person possessive suffixes with s occur in other branches of Afro-Asiatic, such 
as Egyptian and Berber (e.g. Egyptian pr-s house-her ‘her house’). Since the analogy suggested 
here is such an obvious one, it may be assumed that those similar forms are the result of inde-
pendent, parallel developments.

7. Note that this reconstruction, if correct, further substantiates the suggestion in Pat-El 
(2009: 20–21) that the attributive demonstrative was originally postposed.

8. The possessive suffix pronoun is -sIn, where the quality of the vowel is in harmony with the 
vowels of the host morpheme; the occurrence of the consonant S is dependent on the ending of 
the host morpheme and the occurrence of N depends on the existence of a following suffix. See 
Göskel & Kerslake (2005: 69) for a full description of the conditioning factors.

9. Note that this is very similar to the explanations given for the same phenomenon in Arabic 
and Syriac, where there is clearly no context that will explain the use of the suffix. Since Lehmann 
(1998) only supplies isolated sentences, without much context, it is difficult to assess the viability 
of his analysis.

10. Note that this is a very similar context to how the Amharic possessive/article spread accord-
ing to Kapeliuk (1994b).
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11. Note also that unlike Turkish and Indonesian, the demonstrative/third-person pronoun in 
Semitic inflects for gender. See Rubin (2005: 65–90) for a reconstruction of the Central Semitic 
definite article based on a demonstrative. For a different diachronic path, see Pat-El (2009).

12. Ford (1991) has only clitic forms of the definite article.

13. We plan to discuss these secondary developments and similar phenomena in a separate 
article on repeated evolution (“cyclical change”) in the Semitic languages.
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